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ABSTRACT 

This paper contributes to the innovation of the wind musical instruments sec-tor, including 

historical and semantic references from the past and the present. The authors propose signs 

connections in an abduction way, qualifying old concepts with a renewed identity. The paper 

is based on mixed practice and co-design to enable new symbolic paths and produce 
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unconventional design projects. The research validates a system that can effectively become 

an alternative to the solutions existing on the market. This study demonstrates the role of 

design in the management of rapid production technologies focus on niche products with a 

high degree of customization. The authors prove that the development and diffusion of fast 

production technologies - 3d printers - and the implementation in the creation of components 

- mouthpieces for wind instruments – can be an opportunity to propose new scenarios for the 

creation and product distribution. 

Keywords: Design-driven Innovation, Co-design System, 3D printing Techniques, Quality 

Function, Deployment Language 

INTRODUCTION 

This study contributes to the innovation of the musical instruments sector of the wind family 

in a proposal that includes historical and semantic references from the past and the present, 

mixes signs in an archeological process (Foucault, 1998), qualifying old concepts with a 

renewed identity. The uncertainty, ephemerality and complexity that characterize the current 

reality (Bauman, 2005), call for a permanent investigation of production, opting for 

alternative, symbolic, intermediate and not origin and/or end trails. An option that prompts 

the development of innovative and sustainable products. Concerning this study, music exalts 

the symbiosis between the musician and his instrument. Therefore, the quality of the 

performance is subordinated to this relationship and to the confidence that the instrumentalist 

exercises handling and controlling the artifact that becomes a true extension of his/her body. 

Mass production and the consequent monopolization of the market, by major international 

brands, have contributed to a standardization of musician interpretation. This phenomenon, in 

some specific areas of music, can correspond to a loss of quality. On the other hand, a critical 

analysis of the differences and particularities of each musician reveals that he/she may need 

to have a personalized instrument. 

In this research, the proposal validates the production and distribution system that can, 

effectively, respond to the requests for customized products. For this reason, it is a revealing, 

revolutionary and alternative proposal to the solutions present in the market, following the 

needs of each client. Thus, this study is based on design-driven innovation (Vernanti, 2001), 

strategy and aims to demonstrate the role of design in the management of rapid pro-duction 

technologies for the creation of niche products with a high degree of customization. The 

development and the diffusion of fast production technologies - such as 3d printers - and the 

implementation in the music industry in the creation of components - such as mouthpieces 

and mouthpieces for wind instruments - can be an opportunity to propose a new scenario for 

the creation and product distribution. An action that will directly benefit from the possibility 

of customization. Today, there are some international brands that, for instance in the case of 

saxophones and/or clarinets, are producing mouthpieces with 3d printing technologies, using 

filaments or biocompatible resins that compete with current mouthpieces produced in plastic 

or in ebonite. However, it seems that the issues of distribution and commercialization of these 

products have not reached the evolution and the potential provide by these ways of producing. 
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The experience of the research team accumulated in previous projects, namely, with the 

Almada trumpet project (Çobanli, 2019), and the Shatron mute project (Çobanli, 2020), 

allowed the authors to understand the importance of the scope of music as an experimentation 

laboratory. An action to validate principles, processes and methodologies that can later be 

applied to other fields of action of products/services. Currently, in Portugal, the sector of the 

pro-duction of musical instruments is essentially focused on the restoration of components 

and/or objects. Therefore, this proposal may reveal new values and a concrete business 

possibility for a sector in crisis and which is an integral part of the country's memory. This 

action may be a response to the indisputable improvement of the wind musical products and, 

consequently, of the lutherie sector in Portugal. Following the foregoing considerations, the 

subsequent research question was considered: To what extent can design contribute to the 

effective improvement and innovation of the musical instruments sector in the wind family? 

BACKGROUND 

The 3D printing process is a major step forward in the production of objects and product 

components. With an important participation in the expansion of the market, additive 

manufacturing manifests itself not only in laboratories, schools or design offices, but also at 

home as if it was a new household appliance. Unlike traditional manufacturing, additive 

production processes result in less raw material consumption and greater democratic pro-

duction processes. Namely, through Open Access programs and cheaper machinery prices, 

reaching a large number of people and, for these reasons, revealing themselves as inclusive 

solutions. The use of these technologies has evolved with the parallel creation of digital 

communities and has offered the opportunity to witness not only a great evolution and 

diffusion of this technology, but also strong changes in other sectors, such as the business 

environment. These machines can deter-mine the arrival of a new industrial revolution, more 

democratic and on a global scale (Anderson, 2016). Some authors (Tripodi, 2016), (Striukova, 

2014), (Anderson and Sherman, 2007) emphasize that these technologies can also be 

important to reconfigure the industry, in terms of production, distributive and use perspective. 

It is an action that provides new business models and that is capable to improve customer 

service. Specifically, this research uses co-design (Kleinsmann and Valkenburg, 2008) as a 

sustainable and common learning process. A system of entities with different natures that, 

continuously, operate on joint ventures to define innovative products or research processes. 

Hence, it seems important to explain the previous research the experiences carried out by the 

by design team. Although this field of research is new, there are already numerous examples 

in the business sector and in the academic field. In the musical field, over the past few years 

the Research Centre for Architecture, Urbanism and Design at the Faculty of Architecture, 

University of Lisbon and, in particular, the researchers Ermanno Aparo and Liliana Soares 

developed a vast academic, research and development work that is reflected in the production 

of scientific articles, books and the creation of Master's theses. The research produced in the 

scope of the Post-Doctorate in Design by Ermanno Aparo and published in a book (Aparo, 

2020) testifies how it may be important to resort to 3d printing, checking the introduction of 

new components or other parts of instruments. This action reduces time and costs to the 

process. On the other hand, the creation of the innovative mute Sha-tron project - which 
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involved both Ermanno Aparo and Liliana Soares - demonstrates the usefulness of the 

productive technique with the 3d printer. This process combines an innovative material used 

with a 3d printer - a PLA enriched with 25% carbon fiber - with wood scraps from furniture 

companies. It should be noted that the Almada Trumpet and the Shatron projects were 

awarded the A 'Design Award, respectively in 2019 and 2020. These projects contributed to 

the development of innovative products, combining different areas of production and 

knowledge, creating systems of territorial networks characterized by presence of partners 

from different areas. The contribution of the School Music of Viana do Castelo, in the North 

of Portugal, stands out. In the commercial aspect there are already brands scattered around the 

world that sell saxophone and/or clarinet mouthpieces produced with 3d printing technologies. 

Among these, the French brand Syos, the North American Sugal, the Dutch Dequelery or the 

Italian WBS stand out. Considering the scientific production, the argument of the manufacture 

of musical components with additive technologies is approached by several authors, in 

particular in the choice of mouthpieces for wind instruments such as the saxophone. About 

this argument, the authors A. Kantaros and O. Diegel (Kantaros and Diegel, 2018) in an article 

published in the scientific journal Rapid Prototyping Journal, the additive manufactures used 

in the creation of instruments as they are a concrete opportunity to produce something that, 

normally, the conventional production of instruments can't do. 3D printing technologies make 

it possible to create components - in the specific case these are saxophone mouthpieces - that 

help musicians achieve a more personalized sound (Lorenzoni et al. 2013). The article testifies 

to an exhaustive work developed at the laboratory level and validated by a series of musicians 

from the Royal Conservatoire of The Hague and musicians who performed at the North Sea 

Jazz Festival. Likewise, the reference scenario presented in an scientific article (Cottrell and 

Howell, 2019), which demonstrates that 3d printing techniques, as they are non-invasive, 

allows to present and analyze the performance of old components and evaluate projects that 

were never carried out and were only on paper. These researchers present a series of 

mouthpieces for saxophone and clarinet, based on technical drawings of projects carried out 

with 3d printers and experienced by professional musicians. As in the previous article, other 

authors (Celentano,  et al. 2016) point out that through the new survey techniques - 3d scanner 

- and realization - 3d printers - it is possible, not only to replicate old components of vintage 

instruments, but also to create new elements, following the needs of each musician. This study 

culminated with the comparison between saxophone mouthpieces produced with additive 

technology ma-chines and those that exist on the market. The literature review proves that 

there are premises to develop an exploratory research project that combines the innovative 

aspect of additive machines and the commercialization of specific and technical objects such 

as mouthpieces for wind instruments. 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

Considering the research problem, this study aims to: 

 Produce a component like a mouthpiece for a wind musical instrument can offer 

important advantages for a distributor. 

 Increase the possibilities of product customization and bringing the qualities of the 
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component closer to the most specific needs of each customer. 

 Reduce storage and stock requirements, making it possible to print only the 

components that can be sold. 

 Reverse the entire sales service much more personalized and close to the Customers. 

 Create a pilot model as a reference to be adapted to other realities. 

 

Based on the study's problems, the research question and the proposed objectives, it was 

considered possible to state the following hypothesis of this study: The modus operandi that 

crosses 3d printing techniques and the entrepreneurial initiative presents a methodological and 

opera-tive singularity that confers a creative, experimental and innovative role in the 

customiza-tion and distribution of musical instruments. As this is a co-design project, the 

intellectu-al property belongs to all members of the team. The eventual adaptation of the 

model should be negotiated with all the intervening institutions. 

METHODS 

This research is based on a mixed, non-interventionist and interventionist methodology with 

a quantitative and qualitative basis. In the non-interventionist phase, the study is based on the 

collection and analysis of theoretical concepts and literary revision and the construction of 

case studies that support the theme. This phase makes it possible to state the research 

hypotheses and trigger multidisciplinary brainstorming, so that the partners produce mutual 

processes in a holistic strategy. The experiences with projects “Almada trumpet” and “Shatron 

mute for trumpet” and other developed works allow the construction of effective routes. With 

this new idea in mind, this methodology aims to demonstrate that 3d printing processes can 

be more advantageous, also, in a business sector. Thus, it will be essential to compare the 

rapport between products produced with three-dimensional printing technology (additive) 

with products made with the most traditional technologies (subtractive). This comparative 

analysis will determine the level of competitiveness of these products and the forecast of their 

entry into a wider market as an alternative to traditional products, namely, responding to 

specific requirements. 

THE RESEARCH 

The design process starts with the creation of the co-design system, relating four different 

partners. The system is constituting by the music instruments company AMADEUS, the 

Music School - Escola Profissional Artística do Alto Minho, the Research Centre for 

Architecture, Urbanism and Design and, the Instituto Politécnico de Viana do Caste-lo. The 

first task started with the configuration of machines and the first experiments with materials. 

Then, there was an activity focus on the analysis and surveys of the products that exist on the 

market in order to create the foundations for the preparation of the first basic configuration of 

the product. The task will end with the first basic con-figuration exercises (standard 

mouthpieces). This second task was characterized by two distinct moments that advance, side 
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by side, and without hierarchy. As this is an ongoing research project, the research project is 

fixed at this stage. On the one hand, it was intended to test project proposals, validating them 

immediately with the help of musicians of different ages and backgrounds. On the other hand, 

it is expected the consultancy of a luthier related to the specific area of the project and the 

need to verify and analyze the processes and prototypes executed during the process. In the 

future, it is expected to design and develop first satisfactory hypotheses and the generation of 

ideas. This phase will make it possible to identify strengths and weaknesses, as well as future 

opportunities and threats to the project. 

 

      Figure 1. First experiments with materials and 3D printing and, mouthpieces tried by a young 

musician. (Source: Liliana Soares). 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper demonstrates that the research mixed design-driven innovation and co-design is an 

occasion to produce unconventional design projects in the field of wind musical instruments. 

The case studies prove that the production and distribution system can respond to the requests 

for customized products. The impact of 3d printing in the crea-tion of mouthpieces for wind 

instruments was a proposition to create singular objects and product dissemination. The 

articulation of these parameters determined the creation of models, based on a management 

system carried out with the company’s partner to verify the potential of the project. This 

project was an opportunity to predict product’s life cycle and its impact on the environment. 
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